Articulation Agreement
between
Williston State College and North Dakota State University

Introduction: This agreement is entered into between Williston State College (WSC) and North Dakota State University (NDSU) as recognition of the institutions’ willingness to work together to provide collective educational opportunities for the students of their institutions.

Purpose: The purpose of this agreement is to provide seamless articulation of academic credits for students who have earned an Associates of Science (AS) degree from WSC, and which can be applied towards selected bachelor’s degree programs in the NDSU College of Engineering, namely: 1) BS in Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, 2) BS in Civil Engineering, 3) BS in Computer Engineering, 4) BS (Computer Science), 5) BS in Construction Engineering, 6) BS in Construction Management, 7) BS in Electrical Engineering, 8) BS in Environmental Engineering, 9) BS in Industrial Engineering and Management, 10) BS in Manufacturing Engineering, 11) BS in Mechanical Engineering, and 12) BS in Software Engineering.

Admission and Graduation Requirements
A. NDSU’s admission and program admission requirements apply to both direct entry students and to students who transfer under this agreement.
B. Students must fulfill the graduation requirements at both institutions.
C. Students must complete the entire program from WSC to earn the AS degree, and must meet NDSU’s admission requirements for the agreement to apply.
D. The attached degree program transfer guides are applicable to the year of endorsement of this agreement. Students should consult with advisers at the respective institutions to identify any program changes applicable at the time of matriculation at each institution.

Transfer of Credits
A. Upon application and admission, NDSU will accept earned credits from WSC. The number of credits that are applicable to the NDSU degree program being sought will be variable according to graduation requirements noted for each program below.
B. Courses will transfer as described in the attached transfer guides which outline the compatibilities of courses between WSC and NDSU.
C. Courses outlined in these transfer guides are not restrictive to other courses from WSC or other accredited institutions as long as course transfer guidelines are met.
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